Hold Your Hats! Here Comes Talent

All this that you can do by the way will sound new. Treatment of the family of this human, after all the frequent calculations, recorded documentation, your search papers will be forgotten as March 14 when the family will present a musical recital in the Fontbonne Little Theater. At the moment the recital is variously embellished, "Of Good" is "The Roly Poly Poet" and "The Present's Poor." On some other date before March 30, our educated audience will make in full three of the one. In no other other name would mean that the presentation will be exactly avoided. Structures as seems every time of this story is true, Miss Martha Root and Miss Elizabeth Harper are not originating at the book, including plot, dialects, and songs. Among some participating in the show will be Miss Madeleine Molloy, Miss Yvonne Lambeth, Miss Patricia Treadwell, Miss Louise Will, Miss Johnston Keefe, Mrs. Michael Cull, and Miss Gilfillan. Some of the specialty acts will include: "The Seventh Song," "The Frenchwoman Will Cost You More," "A Valor Takes a Woman." "From Broadway to Tendsview.

This Is No Laughing Matter!

Stop the Presses! Watch the bulletin board for special announcements about the C.S.M.G. A surprise may be expected soon.

Regional Conference of A.C.S.S.
Holds Session at Fontbonne

Noted Speakers in Various Fields
Take Part in All-Day Conference

The American Catholic Sociological Society met here at Fontbonne University, January 14, for their regional meeting which, due to an unexpected, took the place of the annual convention this year. The general requirements under the chairmanship of Dr. Clifford E. Dunnington, President of the University, and Dr. John A. Inch, S.J., executive secretary of the organization, gave a talk about "The Use of Social Sciences in the World Today". The conference then adjourned to a luncheon meeting under the chairmanship of Msgr. Michael C. O'Malley, which was attended by a talk by Rev. John W. Mahoney, M.S., professor at the St. Louis University Medical School, entitled "Social Problems of the American Mind.""The Railway Question" was addressed by Dr. F. L. Mckay, chair man of the meeting, and Dr. H. B. Hampton, the chair man of the meeting.

Students Present Talks

At a morning meeting, a group of students met to talk on the subject of "Sociology and Social Work in the Post-War Era." The session was concluded with a talk by Prof. Michael C. O'Malley, M.S., president of the University, and Dr. R. E. Mitchell, chairman of the meeting.

Basis of Peace

At 9:00 P.M. the chairmen of the meeting group gave a set of round table discussions and social evenings at a discussion conducted by Dr. R. E. Mitchell, M.S., and Dr. F. L. Mckay, chairman of the meeting. The session was concluded by a talk by Prof. Michael C. O'Malley, M.S., president of the University, and Dr. H. B. Hampton, the chair man of the meeting, and Dr. R. E. Mitchell, chairman of the meeting.
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Mlle. Crystall de Terriss Sees Little—Knows Less

Two Christmas Night:

And the number of people who come in to have us truly amazed.

Do you know the letter that John could send for New Year's Eve?

Mary Kate is still trying to catch up on the deep sleep that left her.

Could she have dreamt, Hypno?

Personal Peeves:

If you've noticed that Gloria, Dot, and Grace have suddenly become more easily offended than usual, it's not because they have.

The Stargazers:

Our Little Spaceball bells, Mary Lee, is so happy a bell. She has the most.

The Good Neighbor Policy:

John, that is what Marie is called, is a neighbor who is very kind.

Scraps from the Woodpile:

Mary Kay Leoni is still fighting with love.

Clean Out the Cob-Webs:

It is almost house-cleaning time at Fontbonne. Yes, it is time to clean these cobwebs from our soul and make it spotless for our coming Lord. For this reason, on Christmas Eve, we will have a service of friendship, where our very special friends get the very best—somebody we enjoy with them a big banquet. Our Lord is constantly asking us to open our hearts and let His Light shine through us. And when we get to the second Sunday in Lent, let us make a decision to live in the simplicity and joy of the season.
What is the Legion of Mary?

A group of women, led by a priest, assembles at a specific time and place to pray and perform charitable works. The Legion of Mary is an international Catholic organization that seeks to promote spirituality and social service among its members. It was founded in 1897 by Father Michael McGivney and is part of the Universal Church.

Spring is Coming Again!

Spring is a time of renewal and growth. As the weather warms up, nature comes back to life, and people start spending more time outdoors. It's a great time to enjoy the outdoors and take advantage of the warmer weather.

The Font

Faculty Wonders From Hall to Hall

Miss Madeleine Wolfe visited with students in the cafeteria at the University of Notre Dame. She was home for Christmas, but she missed the students and their activities. She was interested in hearing about the current events and activities on campus.

American Insurance Company

American Insurance Company is a leading insurance company that provides a wide range of insurance products, including health insurance, life insurance, and auto insurance. They are known for their customer service and their commitment to providing high-quality insurance products.

Capital to Campus

Washington, D.C.

The students from the University of Notre Dame visited Washington, D.C., as part of their spring break activities. They visited various landmarks and attractions, including the Smithsonian museums and the White House.
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Know a Swag-Hat? Fill in the Blanks!

St. Louis (AP), Jan. 16
To bitter the mortals of the city that lives in the state of Missouri, the Associated Press announces: for all students who actually read this page.

"I've been here a long time and I want to see if there are any editors"...

"Was anybody here before me?"

"Miss Turner, I can't understand it. I'm carrying 12 hours at Peabody, but I go to school at St. Pale.

"So I guess I was alone."

"Where's the rest of them?"

"No, I don't think they're here."

"So I guess I was alone."

"Miss Turner, I can't understand it. I'm carrying 12 hours at Peabody, but I go to school at St. Pale.

The Folly of It All

(Continued from page two)
Young people who really got on their knees after the war, or really stood up in the muck, or really fell down, or really lost their minds, or really went to college, or really went to work, or really got married, or really died, or really lived, or really had children...

Our Second Airway

It seems as if the food supply of last fall was due to the fact that there were not enough of them. We have not seen the light of day since the end of the war.

Is there any reason why we can't just go back to the way we were before?

Today's Newspapers

May Be Free But...

America's boast of being one of the greatest nations in the world is not much more than a boast. What we need now is a newspaper that will make the news just as it is, not the news as we want it to be.

Have You A Personality Deficiency?

What about a personality deficiency? We all have them, too. There are a few people who are just not good at it. We should all be better at it.

Campus Organizations Display Get-up-and-Get

Campus organizations are on the rise, and the campus is being filled with new and exciting groups.

Phil Beta Chi Shows Motion Picture at Social Meeting

The motion picture was a great success, and the students were very happy. The club is planning to have more meetings like this in the future.

Classical Club Discusses "Glimpses of Global War"

The meeting of the Classical Club was very interesting, and the students learned a lot about the history of the world. The club will meet again next week.

C. S. C. M. Launches Drive to Bring in Members

The drive to bring in new members was a great success. The club will continue to work hard to bring in more members.

F. A. A. Makes Plans for St. Valentine's Day

The F. A. A. will be having a big party for St. Valentine's Day. The students are looking forward to it.

Post-War Leaders Make Study for Linguists

The study group is working hard on a new project. The students are excited about it.

"Buy a Bond for Freedom - In 1980 You'll Need It"

The Footlight Club, with the cooperation of the social students, is planning to sell bonds to raise money for the war effort. The students are encouraged to buy bonds.
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